ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The image size reduction is covered under the compression models designed for the 2-D, 3-D or N-D matrices, to store or transmit the images more efficiently over the given communication channel 1 . The image size was reduced in the percentage ranging from 1-2% to 50-60%, varying from the compression model to compression model [1] [2] . The small sized image matrices are always easier to transmit over the communication channels and easier to store on the local hard drive. The compression models usually utilizes the following
• Temporal: The temporal methods are based upon the frequency based encoding which evaluates the frequency or intensity of the image pixels for the purpose of image compression 3 .
• Spatial: The location based or overall image compression using the straight compression method which forcibly compresses all pixels in the image matrix 4 .
• Spectral: The compression model based upon the correlation and luminescence based components are utilizes for the compression of the given image matrix 5 .
• Psycho-Visual: The compilation of the image compression method based upon the object detection or object localization based upon the human visual method for the compression of the image falls under this section 6 .
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Image compression is performed using the various algorithms, which are designed for the rearrangement and reorganization of the pixel level information to reduce the storage size on the disk [7] [8] . All of the compression models are utilized for the encoding of the image data bytes or pixels to group them together to reduce the overall size of image matrix is used to reduce the size of image data by fewer bytes, fewer Mbytes or more 9 . The image encoding and decoding mechanisms 10 are utilized for the compression and decompression 11 practices by archiving 12 , restructuring 13 and other variants to transform the image matrix into the smaller sizes are the major reasons behind the image compression models 14 .
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
The main goal of the dual compression based model was to propose the robust compression in the images or video frames. The proposed model consisted of the object detection, object compression and surrounding compression models.
The proposed model engulfs the compression problems with design based upon the DCT, DFT and DWT models. For images, the JPEG images are taken into account as it preferred DWT over DCT or DFT. [12, 13] In DFT execution, time is lower and it provides lower compression as compare to the other techniques. In DCT, it is a simple compression algorithm, because computation count in this algorithm is limited, hence provides lower compression ratio. DWT on the other hand, is complex and computation count is very high and it provides higher compression ratio as compared to later two and also proven to be more effective.
Under the wavelet based methods, the image is first derived into the wavelet components such as approximation coefficient, diagonal coefficient, horizontal coefficient and vertical coefficient, known as CA, CD, CH and CV respectively. The DWT based wavelet model by using the HAAR variant is prominently utilized for the higher order compression and lowering the elapsed time. Finally, the decision is made to use DWT for its effectiveness and robustness over DCT and DFT. [10, 11] 
Input Data
The input data image undergoes the object detection and demarcation model in the very first step of segmentation. The input image is analyzed for the position of the objects, and which are further demarked and the position of the corner points in returned to the main program. The input data is further passed to the next step for the compression.
Apply Run Length Encoding
Then the run length encoding is applied over the detected object region after its extraction from the image using the corner points defined by the object detection method in the first step. The object region is extracted and compressed with the run-length encoding using the following method.
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Figure 1 Apply Huffman Encoding
Then the Huffman encoding is applied over the extracted objects for the achievement of higher level compression.
The Huffman encoding method was originally developed by the David A. Huffman. The Huffman model consists of the arrangement of the variable-length codes for the symbols using the pre-defined symbol to code mapping database.
Input
Alphabet X = {x 1 , x 2 , x 3 …. x N }, for vector of length (N) to map the alphabets in the alphabet list Set Weight = {w 1 , w 2 , w 3 …. w N }, can be defined as the list of consisted weights in the list of the symbols to determine the positive and negative weights on the entitled list.
Output
Encode E(X, Weight) = {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 …. e N }, which converts the target symbols to the mapped weights in the given mapping list (also called codebook).
Goal
Let LE(E) = ∑ ( ) * { ( )} , which eventually combines the converted codes into the output codebook using the condition L(C) ≤ L(T) for all code in the codebook list E(X, Weight).
Apply Discrete Wavelet Compression
The remaining image parts are compressed by using the wavelet compression using the DWT (Discrete Wavelet The DWT model computes the high and low frequency components using the set of following equations:
RESULTS ANALYSIS
A standard image dataset has been utilized under this research, which has been derived from the Prof. James 
CONCLUSIONS
The proposed model has been designed for the dual-layered compression of the image data after extracting the important or objects in main focus to compress with the lossless image compression models, whereas the remaining image matrix is compressed by using the higher compression model using the lossy compression model. The proposed model utilizes the combination of DWT and SVD for the lossy compression which has achieved nearly 70-80% of compression of the image matrix, whereas the lossless compression model based upon the Entropy and Huffman encoding achieves the compression ratio of nearly 15-20% at maximum. This model keeps the in-focus object quality in the high quality resolution and with higher pixel density, which does not interrupt the overall quality and lets the viewer to visualize the clearer objects. The performance of the proposed model has been analyzed under the performance parameters of MSE, ET, PSNR and compression ratio (CR) for its assessment against the existing models of image compression. The proposed
